FASTED CARDIO

WITH ADVANCED ELECTROLYTE COMPLEX

BCAA BOOSTED NEW!
FORMULATED FOR FASTED CARDIO
ZERO CARBS! ZERO CALORIES!
RESEARCH-PROVEN MUSCLE PRESERVATION COMPOUNDS BCAA’s & GLUTAMINE*
PH BUFFERING & ENDURANCE ENHANCING B-ALANINE
(CARNOSYN® BRAND) *
ELEVATED ENERGY & AMPLIFIED FAT BURNING VIA OUR
CUSTOM FAT INCINERATING MATRIX*
INCREASED CELLULAR HYDRATION & ANTI-FATIGUE MATRIX*
FREAKISH FAT LOSS TO REVEAL THE STEEL!
Fasted cardio is one of the most demanding activities for hardcore athletes and fitness
enthusiasts. Hunger pangs and low energy force you to push boundaries in order to dominate.
BCAA BOOSTED™ is SAN Nutrition’s ultimate muscle-defense, energy-boosting, and fat-melting
solution. Performing fasted cardio first thing in the morning on an empty stomach allows you to
dive right into the highest fat-burning potential, and BCAA BOOSTED™ gives you the motivation,
discipline, and focus needed to get the job done every time you hit the gym.*
BCAA BOOSTED™ provides a zero-calorie Natural Energy Matrix that gives you the drive you
need to push through those grueling, early-morning fasted-cardio sessions, and it is also fortified
with thermogenic compounds that ramp up the fat-burning effects. The B-Alanine (CarnoSyn®) in
BCAA BOOSTED™ is a proven lactic acid buffer and overall great ergogenic – allowing you to be
sore free each and every session.*
Hydration is crucial to all systems in your body. The advanced electrolyte complex
in BCAA BOOSTED™ ensures that you’re completely hydrated during your
rigorous fasted-cardio sessions. Proper hydration is key to recovery, muscle
energy, and the transportation of nutrients through your system (ex BCAAs,
Glutamine and CarnoSyn®) and into the muscle cells where they are needed
most.*

FASTED CARDIO ALLOWS YOU TO “BE HUNGRY”
Fasted cardio demands a “Be Hungry” attitude, and BCAA BOOSTED™ delivers
the extreme drive and guaranteed muscle preservation that gives you the
confidence to stay disciplined and focused. SAN Nutrition shatters all previous
barriers and guarantees the dramatic results you never before thought possible
before BCAA BOOSTED™ arrived to save the day!*
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* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

